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INTRO
DISC BELGIUM

by Nathaly Taillieu,
Business Manager DISC Belgium bvba

Nathaly Taillieu

“

AS AN EMPLOYER
AND A SAFETY ADVISER,
I AM CONVINCED THAT
EVERYONE SHOULD GET A
CHANCE OF WORKING IN A
SAFE AND HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT

It may be a truism, but it is one we must always bear

Furthermore, DISC Belgium implements and updates

in mind: at the end of the day, everybody wants to get

management systems such as VCA (SCC) and its own

home safe and sound.

SAMS 1.01 (Safety Attitude Management System).
In our quest to stimulate and promote safe behaviour

In 2004, DISC Belgium bvba (Dynamic Industrial

at work, we elaborated for instance our SAM

Safety Consultants) was founded based on the vision

campaign, as well as founding the MTN Creation

that qualified safety advisers can make all the

product line in 2009, with the idea of stimulating

difference in contributing to a safe and healthy work

safety in a creative manner and giving safety a visual

environment. Throughout the years, DISC Belgium

image. This led to the birth of our playful mascot,

has profiled itself as a strong market participant,

SAM. Safety and Me, that is the whole point.

creatively and competently approaching workplace
safety from different angles.

Every day, our dynamic, qualified DISC Belgium team
of safety advisers anticipates customer needs. Eager

As an innovative safety consulting firm, DISC

to learn, flexible, proactive and professional, we

Belgium offers safety coordination and counselling

always aim to achieve a positive interaction on the

services to several industrial sectors, such as the

work floor.

(petro)chemical industry, construction, maritime
industry, new energies industry and the food industry.

Meanwhile, we are looking forward to your 10-year

These safety counselling services include on site

anniversary but DISC Belgium’s purpose remains

safety supervision during maintenance and new

unchanged : to contribute to a safe, healthy way of

build projects, as well as supporting companies’ own

working. Through this DISCovery Magazine, we invite

internal safety departments.

you for a closer look at our world, workplace safety in
practice.
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Think SAFETY

act safely!

“

DISC BELGIUM’S DAILY
MISSION ON BEHALF
OF AIR LIQUIDE

Whether dealing with the correct type of personal

projects take place on our customers’ premises but

protection equipment or with the risk assessment for

also on public land. Guaranteeing safety on these

the (safe) construction of a drill point or a section post

construction sites is the main priority for Air Liquide.

etc., DISC Belgium ensures sound advice. Together

In DISC Belgium, Air Liquide has found a teammate

with Air Liquide staff, we go on site to identify

for the further elaboration of the safety policy for

additional risks and to signal them to workers and

our projects. With a critical mind and constructive

supervisors in a timely manner.

problem solving skills, DISC Belgium assists us in

Air Liquide is the world leader in industrial, medical

continually improving the safety and well-being

as well as environmental gases. Within the Benelux,

Through clear communication on site, participation

of our collaborators and contractors on site”, says

Air Liquide has a network of 2.800 km of pipelines in

in progress meetings and the submission of detailed

Herman Weyten, Director of the IDPB/SIPP Air Liquide

order to supply its customers. Every day, Air Liquide

weekly reports, DISC Belgium assists Air Liquide

Industries Belgium.

invests in this network by renovating and extending

in keeping project management, contractors and

it towards new and existing customers. The safe

control organisms on the same safety wavelength. In

“’Safety is and stays our first priority’ is not a

execution of these projects is a priority with Air

this way, we contribute every day to the Air Liquide

catchphrase but a real conviction”, concludes

Liquide.

mission: ‘Think safety, act safely!’.

Mr. Weyten, alluding to a statement by Benoît Potier,

For these often large scale extension projects, Air

Air Liquide speaking.

Liquide is being offered safety support by DISC

“To Air Liquide, our pipeline networks are the

Belgium, who advise on safety matters from the

arteries connecting our production units to our

design stage of the project, through to the

customers all over the Benelux territory. They are

commissioning and startup stage.

We ensure

crucial to our company activities. In order to serve our

general safety and health co-ordination as well as

customers even better, Air Liquide is investing in new

the day-to-day safety supervision on several Air

installations and in modernizing and renovating

Liquide construction sites.

existing installations and pipelines. Very often, these

Air Liquide’s CEO.
www.airliquide.com
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BOOST your safety:

organizing prevention in
your SME company

“

THE PARTICIPANTS WERE
GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY
TO SUBMIT THEIR
PRACTICAL QUESTIONS
IN ADVANCE

DISC Belgium wanted to share its expertise with

their registration. These questions were answered

these smaller companies as well and organized a

in the course of the presentation focusing on

seminar called ‘SME Boost your safety’, aimed at

practical guidance. Most business managers present

companies employing up to 50 people. Some 60

used this opportunity, which gave us an insight into

SME business managers enrolled for the seminar

the welfare issues faced by small or medium-sized

and met at the Antwerp Crowne Plaza Hotel on

companies.

28 March, 2012.
Finally, DISC Belgium presented its training
N. Taillieu and W. Ruymbeke gave a clear and

programme (see page 13). Participants were

complete presentation, explaining current legal

introduced to four detailed training modules, each

requirements. Using a number of real-life examples

one covering a major topic regarding the well-being

as illustration, each legal requirement was explained

in SMEs using practical examples.

According to figures from the Federal Public

in a practical manner. How to deal with risks and

Service Employment, most serious and fatal job

hazards, the risk assessment, the annual action plan,

After the seminar, there was still some time left to

related accidents occur in small or medium-sized

work instructions, job related accidents and how to

discuss matters over drinks and appetizers in the

enterprises. In these companies, a clear prevention

report them,… every aspect was covered in great

Crowne Plaza’s handsome foyer.

policy is often missing. Sometimes, they lack

detail.

knowledge about the legal requirements regarding
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the well-being of workers and a practical approach

The participants were given the opportunity to send

to safety at work.

in their practical questions in advance together with

A DAY

“

as a safety adviser

OUR WORKING DAY
DOES NOT BEGIN AND END WITH
BOOKS AND EMAILS, THAT’S A FUN
ASPECT OF OUR FUNCTION

The way in which you communicate a message
is very important?
Wouter & Stefan: ”If you explain clearly what you
intend to say and especially why, you are halfway
there. People don’t accept just anything, you have to
be convincing and open-minded about, to get your

How to describe the start of a day in the life of a

message across. If you also take the time to listen

safety adviser on a petrochemical plant ? We talked

to the other person’s point of view, instead of just

to two DISC Belgium collaborators, S. Vanderlinden

sticking to your own, you will get to the point a lot

and W. Ruymbeke.

faster.”

Stefan: “The day can start a hundred different ways.

What happens to the information you gather?

Once on site, you get a cup of coffee. But more often

Wouter: ”It depends on the situation, sometimes

than not, you don’t get to sit down with it until the

it is enough to read the S&H plan keeping the new

end of your working day.”

information in mind and find out what the

As company specialized in tank construction and

Wouter: “I try to visit the construction site first hour

agreements where. In other cases, you have to dig

maintenance, Verwater Belgium NV aims for a

of the day. That way you see different teams at the

deeper and find the right bit of legislation or the

high level safety culture.

start of their working day and you immediately get

perfect code of good practice. Often we meet with

to point out any safety issues. Sometimes, I have an

the client to discuss a specific question to everyone’s

Every day, they are actively committed to safe

appointment with a new contractor or an early

satisfaction. But we always manage in the end!”

working methods. Stefan Vanderlinden, safety

Stefan in discussion with a worker.

Verwater Belgium NV
awarded contractor of
the month

adviser with DISC Belgium BVBA, offers his

morning meeting. Regularly, new workers arrive on
site and they need safety introductions. In short, the

And what about administrative work?

support to achieve this goal. Due to a constructive

start of each day is different.”

Wouter & Stefan: ”Administrative work is an

co-operation in the field of safety at work, a

Stefan: “For instance, you can start by drawing

important part of our job to produce the necessary

healthy and safe work environment is being

up a risk assessment or by attending a meeting.

trend analyses or preparations. Finding the right

promoted. After 365 days without recordable

Sometimes it’s quiet, other days you’re immediately

balance between administrative work and field work

accident, a happening was organized in the

faced with a major challenge disrupting the whole of

is what makes a day successful. Our working days

presence of a number of Esso managers and

your schedule.”

do not begin and end amidst documents and emails,

the Verwater Belgium direction together with all

that’s one of the fun aspects of our function.”

Verwater project staff. Furthermore, they were

The more experienced, the easier?

awarded Esso Contractor of the month in 2012.

Stefan: ”Experience does make it easier to earn

Finally, what is the end of your working day

respect, to get attention or to obtain feedback.”

like?

To this day, Verwater has been working without

Wouter: “On the one hand, experience makes

Wouter: ”A good end to the day is when you’ve

recordable accidents and now go for their

a number of thing easier, because you arrive at

faced all that day’s challenges in a positive way. I

second accident-free year in a row. It is their aim

the essence more quickly. On the other hand,

can drive home feeling very pleased with myself for

to continue along this course, by acting as one

as legislation changes, as recommended work

solving a difficult question with well-founded advice.

team and by remaining focused on safety.

practices are modified or the situation on site is

That way, you help project workers most.”

variable, you always have be attentive. Experience

Stefan: ”I fully agree with that.”

is useful, but keeping your eyes and ears open is
necessary too.”

As a safety adviser, Stefan is pleased to be a part
of their success.
www.verwater.com
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Annual

SIR SAM AWARDS
Since 2009, every year the SIR, Stichting Industriële

The SIR Jury:

Reiniging, presents some workers of its affiliated

“These Sammies, as we call them, have been

companies with a Safety Award SIR in the shape

awarded for several years now by the SIR for good

of a SAM Award. These affiliated companies are

workmanship. And despite the fact that the winners

employed in industrial cleaning on a day-to-day

are modest people, they are proud of their trophy.

basis and set great store by safe work practices.

Because everybody wants to be rewarded for their
good and safe work practices !”

Through the Safety Awards SIR, every year homage
is paid to the winners for excellent safety practices
at work. These achievements are always celebrated

www.sir-safe.be - www.sir-safe.nl

over drinks and appetizers. Our congratulations for
the positive commitment of the SIR companies.

Frank Kramer

Paul Bekker

Johan Troost

Contractor management services
DISC Belgium has been supporting ISNetworld’s

matter experts review and verify contractors’

Their client driven focus, the depth of HSE expertise

HSE team in Belgium since 2010. ISNetworld is a

information, including written Health and Safety

on their staff and their passion for workplace safety

global leader in contractor management services.

programs, as part of the contractor due-diligence

put DISC Belgium among the top in the industry.”

Through its innovative database, ISNetworld collects

process.
www.isnetworld.com

health, safety, procurement, quality and compliance
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information designed to meet regulatory and client

Dag Yemenu, Vice President of Technical Services at

specific requirements. Through its Review and

ISNetworld commented: “DISC Belgium has provided a

Verification Services (RAVS), ISNetworld’s subject

valuable and complementary support to our HSE team.

Obtaining your VCA
get someone in to help

“

FOR THE PAST
FOUR YEARS, ALGEMENE
BOUWONDERNEMING
MAES HAVE BEEN
WORKING TOGETHER
WITH A DISC BELGIUM
COLLABORATOR

What started as a few weeks’ safety supervision

“This is where safety support services as offered

during a shutdown in 2008, gradually developed into a

by DISC Belgium can make the difference, they are

weekly presence at the 20-employee construction

well-versed in the VCA system, having been certified

company. By now, DISC Belgium safety adviser

themselves. They can offer support in setting up the

Annick Lievens is almost considered a mainstay of

system, based on their own practical experience,

the Maes company, offering safety support in various

but also help you manage your day-to-day VCA

aspects of the company’s prevention policy, such as

requirements. By means of an internal preparation

site inspections, reviewing safety procedures, giving

audit based on the official VCA checklist questions,

toolbox meetings and assisting in the preparation of

they can screen your documents and procedures,

the company’s VCA2008/5.1 certification.

making sure you are well prepared for the official
certification round. This means fewer headaches and

“Have someone in to assist you is my advice”, says

more confidence!”

Guy Maes. “If you have to tackle it all by yourself,
for a small company obtaining VCA is like looking

The Maes company is specialized in industrial

for a needle in a haystack. Take your time, set

maintenance and civil works in the petrochemical

yourself a target date and systematically work
					
through all the required procedures and documents,
					
having someone review your work regularly. Also
					
					it is very important to give an accurate description

sector. As an SME, they are highly skilled in the

					of what you actually intend to do with respect to

At all times, they endeavour to propose safe work

					safety management, don’t dream up fancy looking

methods, work safety being their priority Number 1.

implementation of practical construction solutions in
difficult circumstances.

					procedures when you know very well you‘ll never be
					able to put them into practice or more importantly,
stick to them!”
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MTN
Creation
“

REWARDS MEAN
RECOGNITION AND THEY
ARE A POWERFUL
MOTIVATION FOR
ONGOING ACTION

Together with the manufacturer, colleagues and

Choose an MTN creation, as an inspiring and

other persons involved in this project, Nathaly

stimulating pat on the back. You will always find a

Taillieu and the artist Myriam Feys have worked

suitable product in our extensive MTN Creation

intensively on this intriguing exploratory trip that

range.

has led to the development of MTN Creation. MTN
wishes to strengthen the term safety, by rewarding
or stimulating exemplary behaviour.
Stimulate safety too by putting your work
environment or organisation in a positive frame of
mind regarding safety, or reward people or
companies that are an example of good safety
behaviour by providing visual ‘safety reminders’.
Rewards give us recognition, and they are a powerful
motivation for ongoing action. All of this with one
objective in mind: keeping safe and sound.
MTN Creation goes much further than simply

					producing incentives, products that stimulate safe
					working. Through SAMS 1.01 (see page 11), a safety
					campaign can be set up in your company, in
					cooperation with your internal safety department.
					SAM (Safety and Me) will be the focal point of your
campaign. It is a great way of getting a shared
feel for safety and prevention.
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www.mtncreation.com

“

THE SAM PROJECT IS
THE PERFECT VEHICLE
FOR PROMOTING
SAFETY THROUGHOUT
ALL ORGANIZATIONAL
LEVELS OF A COMPANY

SAMS
1.01

taking a new look at safety

The SAM project is the perfect vehicle for promoting

exposed to the hazard and how many are not?

themselves will automatically start paying more

safety throughout all organizational levels of a

What could be improved and in what way?

attention to safety as well. Managerial staff in turn

company. Working safely not only happens on the

Immediately following the observation, these

will learn to approach safety as part of their everyday

work floor, it is made possible throughout the

insights are shared with the workers observed, who

workload and to define actions for safety issues.

organization by the contribution of everyone

in turn can offer additional remarks and propose

concerned.

possible solutions. A positive interaction in the

Due to the fact that the SAM checklists were

workplace is created, during which the persons

custom made for the company, the results of the

SAM (Safety And Me) ensures that everyone, from

observed are also given a small SAM safety

observations can be grouped, trends identified

a truck driver to a manager, feels concerned with

incentive when meeting predefined standards of

and certain risks (e.g. falling from height or the

safer work practices and allows people to see what

positive safety behaviour.

use of vehicles) evaluated by management across

they themselves can contribute. The SAM project is
suitable to all industrial sectors.

different tasks, allowing additional measures to be
After the observations, immediate as well as

formulated where needed.

And thanks to the

long-term actions are defined in function of the

highly visual feedback posted on the SAM walls,

How does it work? The main thing when dealing with

safety issues observed. The outcome of these

everybody can feel part of the improvement process

work floor safety is to keep both feet firmly grounded

actions is communicated using highly visual SAM

in the company.

in practice. This is why the SAM project includes

flyers, which are then posted on the SAM walls.

target observations of tasks being performed under

It will be hard to ignore the impact of SAM! Thanks

This SAM communication is remarkably conducive

the guidance of a DISC Belgium coach. This way,

to these notice boards, everyone is involved in

to involvement. SAM blazes a visual trail throughout

managerial staff as well as manual labourers are

the improvement process, to which they can also

all levels of the organization. Safety by and for

taught to watch for the risks inherent to each task.

contribute by raising new safety issues.

everyone.

Using a SAM checklist, they are then able to assess

By explicitly paying positive attention to a safe

the main risk categories. Is the risk being managed

work environment through the SAM Campaign,

or can we do better? How many workers are

workers are made aware of its importance so they
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SAM CAMPAIGN

at Terbeke Pluma

“

EVEN UNDER
GREAT TIME PRESSURE,
THERE IS ONLY ONE RULE
AND THAT IS AVOIDING
ACCIDENTS

12

When in 2010 Terbeke Pluma decided to launch

be a success, and after a few years, they are still as

a safety initiative for increasing worker safety

motivated about safety as in the beginning.

awareness, they chose DISC Belgium’s SAMS 1.01

When asked what they thought of DISC Belgium’s

programme, a safety management system with a

approach, Johan and Luc are unanimous. “The

positive message as shown by its catchphrase

training course was thorough and clear, the

‘Safety and Me’, safety by and for everyone.

observation checklists were developed by DISC
Belgium in co-operation with the users and there

We spoke to Luc, SAM Co-ordinator and Johan,

was always a chance of discussion about the work

President of the SAM Group, as the safety workgroup

method.” Johan adds: “At first, I was a bit intimidated

within the programme is called. Luc: “When asked

by the thought of paperwork, but very soon you learn

by my head of department to be part of the SAM

to use the lists correctly.” “After the course, you

workgroup, I was curious to see whether this new

felt that this system could be put into practice by

initiative would succeed. At first, I was a bit skeptical,

everyone”, Luc concludes.

but when I saw that the project was well thought out

Both SAM team members also confess having

and that the other participants were all safety-minded

developed new competences throughout the training

people, including some in managerial functions

and coaching process with DISC Belgium. “In the

having previously attended other safety trainings,

beginning, some people gave you strange looks

I had every confidence.” Johan and Luc point out

when you announced you were going to observe

that from the beginning, they received support from

them at work, but very soon we noticed that people

their safety adviser, human resources department

were relieved and glad when they received a pat

and management. Also the SAM team members

on the back for doing a safe job.” The observation

themselves, who each received a 1-day theoretical

rounds soon became a part of everyday life for the

and practical training course, wanted the project to

company’s employees.

What did the SAM project mean to them?

they are involved in work floor safety, when their

when things go wrong and some quick action is

Johan: “Although as a member of the Committee I

opinions are heard. Time is being scheduled for

needed. Luc summarizes thusly: “I talked about it

was already involved with safety and had followed

safety, there is a chance for workers to contribute

with my colleagues. Sometimes, things will go wrong

some safety training courses, it does change the

and this leads to some very visible changes.”

but even then the main question is ‘Can I solve this

way you look at things. Due to the training and your

“

problem without risking my own health or safety?’

BE SAM
BE SAFE
BE HAPPY

Even under great time pressure, there is only one

difference clear to them.” On his election as work-

To both team members, the hardest aspect of their

Terbeke is an innovating Belgian fresh food group

group President: “Of course you’re nervous at first,

SAM role is continually leading by example where

that commercialises its assortment in ten European

because you’re sitting around the table and

work floor safety is concerned, a responsibility both

countries. The group has two core activities:

discussing with management staff, but with

are highly aware of. They are now in a position

processed meats and fresh ready meals. It has eight

experience comes more confidence.”

to signal dangerous situations to their heads of

plants in Belgium and the Netherlands and employs

department and their remarks are being taken into

approximately 1,750 persons.

experiences during the observation rounds, you
become more aware of the safety issues in your
own company.” Johan continues: “When I started
out, it was not clear to people what my SAM role
was as opposed to my Committee role, but gradu-

rule when facing danger and that is avoiding
accidents.”
BE SAM BE SAFE BE HAPPY.

ally I managed to separate the two and make the

Luc: ”People see you in a different light. Often when

account, because of their experience in identifying

I pass someone they will say ‘Yes I know, I should

and assessing hazards and their ability to make

do this or that” as if my presence makes them think

proposals for improvement.

www.terbeke.be

about their own safety. I then ask them ‘how can you
do this in a safer way’ and people accept my role in

On the other hand, they also consider it their

the safety process. Also workers appreciate it when

responsibility to work as safely as possible, even

DISC Belgium

Training
Programme

Here is what participants thought of it:
Dhr. Van den Bergh, owner of Van den Bergh
Roofing: “A proper training course, with very clear
contents, the right documentation and experienced
trainers.”
Dhr. Dierckx, director of Interpoint Interior projects:
”First and foremost, the training has shown me the

They attended the following consecutive modules:

necessity of a good prevention and safety policy.

- Drawing up and updating the risk assessment

As the training courses were very practical and

- Elaboration of the global prevention plan

predefined templates could be used, it was

- Writing a safety and health plan

immediately applicable in my own company.”

- Giving instructions and holding toolbox meetings
Dhr. Drossin, business manager of Promonta dry
A number of SME managers have already enrolled in

Do you also want to get to grips with safety in your

walling:

this practical training programme. They took the four

SME ? Visit our online training schedule at www.

“These sessions were a positive experience for me;

safety modules and were taught a practical approach

discbelgium.com or for further information, contact

in small groups, very practical, straight to the point

for their companies.

info@discbelgium.com or call + 32 (0)3 – 605 57 85.

and using readymade tools.”
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Working for

DISC Belgium

“

ONE FEELS
RESPECTED AND
APPRECIATED FOR
ONE’S COMMITMENT

Working for DISC Belgium means you also get an

At the same time, two other DISC Belgium wor-

opportunity to acquire experience in practically all

kers were taking the level 2 course. Later on,

industrial sectors.

DISC Belgium gave me the opportunity to attend the
safety adviser level 1 training.

A very important job satisfaction factor for me is
the importance attached by company management

Speaking as a member of staff, I of course greatly

to training, granting collaborators an opportunity to

appreciate the opportunities given to me by DISC

follow several prevention related training courses.

Belgium. Financing this type of training by oneself

In January 2009, I, Asjad Sarwar, started working for

is very hard, especially because of the time off

DISC Belgium and soon, I realized that DISC Belgium

DISC Belgium believes its workers should have every

required for your training assignments, when you are

is a very agreeable secondment company to work for.

opportunity for professional and personal growth

not available on the job.

and gives them a chance to enroll in different
DISC Belgium is a dynamic business with a

safety-related training courses, such as safety

After a number of years as a level 2 safety adviser,

team of professionals who immediately take new

adviser level 1 or level 2, safety co-oordination level A

I now feel this training will increase my employability,

colleagues under their wing and counsel them.

or B, VCA (SCC) or First Aid. In this way, DISC Belgium

leading to a greater diversification of assignments.

Every worker is heard and given an opportunity to

ensures the availability of competent staff with

This is indeed an ’in-company’ career development

prove their worth whether in product development

various qualification levels, to be seconded according

for me.

or in the provision of services. Company management

to client requirements.

style is very motivational and supportive, thus
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encouraging self-reliance and initiative. One feels

As a preparation for my safety adviser level 1

respected and appreciated for one’s commitment.

training, I attended the Summer Class at UAMS.
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